
One Month Studio Pass Policies
As of 05/11/2023

Experience a month of SAORI weaving at Loop of the Loom! With our one month studio pass,
you'll have access to SAORI loom and all weaving tools in our weaving dojo.
With this pass, you can weave in the studio at your own pace without worrying about session
time frames to create your own work. Please read carefully below to understand the rules of the
pass and studio.

COST OF THE PASS
$500

* The cost of materials is not included. Read the section of ‘About Materials’.

TERM
30 days*

* Start counting from the first day of your reservation. End 30th day from the first reservation.
Count 30 consecutive days including weekend, holidays and Mondays which are regular out of
business days.

LOCATION
Offer at UES studio or DUMBO studio*.

* Choose one studio. It is not acceptable to change studios.

HOURS
11am to 6pm

Monday closed. Subject to change due to events or holidays.
Schedule adjustments may be required to avoid congestion.



REQUIREMENT
Each pass holder is required to possess the ability to work independently in the studio. This
includes having the necessary skills to warp, thread, and set the warp on the loom without any
assistance. As this class does not provide instruction on the process of setting the warp, it is
imperative that you enroll in the advanced class first to learn and master these essential skills.

ABOUT MATERIALS
● Bringing your own weaving materials is allowed.

● Must be inspected the materials from home by Loop of the Loom before using them

● Recommended weaving yarns and supplies are available for purchase at our online

shop and UES studio.

● Studio materials are available to use, the cost is $5 per ounce based on the weight used.

HOLDING POLICY
Pass holders can rent a storage box at our studio for their ongoing weaving projects and its
materials. To rent a box, a $20 deposit is required, which will be fully refunded upon the return
of the empty box at the end of the pass. The rental period is up to 30 days.
Loop of the Loom is not responsible for lost or damaged items stored in the box.
If the box is not returned empty after the pass period expires, the deposit and contents will not
be returned to the pass user.

EXCLUDED ITEMS
● Any instruction related to specific skills such as warping or setting up the warp.

● Accessibility of sewing machines or sewing instructions except consultation.

● Lesson to learn the warping on the loom.

NOTE
● Ensure that everyone can use the studio with peace of mind, you cannot save a specific

loom for exclusive use. Respect each other and share.

● At the end of the day, please clean up the area where you were working, remove your
weaving from the loom, and store it in your box.

● We kindly ask for your understanding that we may need to adjust your studio access
time to accommodate private reservations, after-school programs, and workshops that
are already scheduled.


